Sunset of LIBOR

A transition from LIBOR ending 2021 and likely successor SOFR has trillions of dollars in financial contracts involving counterparties and affiliate offices all over the world. Bank Regulatory bodies are getting more insistent with financial institutions to make a switch.

Join RMA Oklahoma Chapter and Brad Emmons for an insightful discussion on the LIBOR sunset.

Brad Emmons, Treasurer, BOK Financial Corp. Brad is a 20-year veteran of the Treasury unit at BOK Financial, which he joined in 1997. Throughout his career he has led major projects for the bank including construction of its interest rate risk modeling environment, development of its funds transfer pricing methodology, and creation its interest rate derivative program.

He was promoted to the Treasurer’s role in October of 2016, having advanced through increasingly responsible positions in the company's finance and administration department, and is responsible for management of BOK’s interest rate risk, liquidity risk, mortgage capital markets, and capital adequacy.

Mr. Emmons is a graduate of the Wharton School of Business, where he earned a Bachelor of Science in Economics, and the Collins College of Business at the University of Tulsa, where he earned a Master’s Degree in Business Administration. He resides in Owasso, OK with his wife and 3 children.

SIGN UP AT: www.rmaokchapter.eventbrite.com